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Site To Download The World Of
Columbus And Sons
As recognized, adventure as without diﬃculty as experience more or less lesson,
amusement, as with ease as pact can be gotten by just checking out a book The
World Of Columbus And Sons next it is not directly done, you could allow even
more almost this life, something like the world.
We meet the expense of you this proper as capably as simple habit to get those all.
We provide The World Of Columbus And Sons and numerous ebook collections from
ﬁctions to scientiﬁc research in any way. among them is this The World Of Columbus
And Sons that can be your partner.
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The World of Columbus and Sons Beautiful Feet Books, Inc. The World of
Columbus and Sons. Illustrated by the Author The Catalogue of
Shipwrecked Books Christopher Columbus, His Son, and the Quest to Build
the World's Greatest Library Scribner This impeccably researched and
“adventure-packed” (The Washington Post) account of the obsessive quest by
Christopher Columbus’s son to create the greatest library in the world is “the stuﬀ of
Hollywood blockbusters” (NPR) and oﬀers a vivid picture of Europe on the verge of
becoming modern. At the peak of the Age of Exploration, Hernando Colón sailed with
his father Christopher Columbus on his ﬁnal voyage to the New World, a journey that
ended in disaster, bloody mutiny, and shipwreck. After Columbus’s death in 1506,
eighteen-year-old Hernando sought to continue—and surpass—his father’s campaign
to explore the boundaries of the known world by building a library that would collect
everything ever printed: a vast holding organized by summaries and catalogues;
really, the ﬁrst ever database for the exploding diversity of written matter as the
printing press proliferated across Europe. Hernando traveled extensively and
obsessively amassed his collection based on the groundbreaking conviction that a
library of universal knowledge should include “all books, in all languages and on all
subjects,” even material often dismissed: ballads, erotica, news pamphlets,
almanacs, popular images, romances, fables. The loss of part of his collection to
another maritime disaster in 1522, set oﬀ the ﬁnal scramble to complete this
sublime project, a race against time to realize a vision of near-impossible perfection.
“Magniﬁcent…a thrill on almost every page” (The New York Times Book Review), The
Catalogue of Shipwrecked Books is a window into sixteenth-century Europe’s
information revolution, and a reﬂection of the passion and intrigues that lie beneath
our own insatiable desires to bring order to the world today. the World of
Columbus and Sons Hernando Colon's New World of Books Toward a
Cartography of Knowledge Yale University Press The untold story of the greatest
library of the Renaissance and its creator Hernando Colón This engaging book oﬀers
the ﬁrst comprehensive account of the extraordinary projects of Hernando Colón,
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son of Christopher Columbus, which culminated in the creation of the greatest library
of the Renaissance, with ambitions to be universal--that is, to bring together copies
of every book, on every subject and in every language. Pérez Fernández and WilsonLee situate Hernando's projects within the rapidly changing landscape of early
modern knowledge, providing a concise history of the collection of information and
the origins of public libraries, examining the challenges he faced and the solutions
he devised. The two authors combine "meticulous research with deep and original
thought," shedding light on the history of libraries and the organization of
knowledge. The result is an essential reference text for scholars of the early modern
period, and for anyone interested in the expansion and dissemination of information
and knowledge. Personal Narrative of the First Voyage of Columbus to
America From a Manuscript Recently Discovered in Spain Meet Christopher
Columbus Random House Books for Young Readers Schoolchildren will be
fascinated by this clear account of Columbus's voyages and his encounters with
storms, Indians, and political intrigue. A map of the world in Columbus's time and a
detailed drawing of the Santa Maria add depth to this exciting, real-life adventure
tale. A People's History of the United States 1492-Present Harper Collins Since
its original landmark publication in 1980, A People's History of the United States has
been chronicling American history from the bottom up, throwing out the oﬃcial
version of history taught in schools -- with its emphasis on great men in high places - to focus on the street, the home, and the, workplace. Known for its lively, clear
prose as well as its scholarly research, A People's History is the only volume to tell
America's story from the point of view of -- and in the words of -- America's women,
factory workers, African-Americans, Native Americans, the working poor, and
immigrant laborers. As historian Howard Zinn shows, many of our country's greatest
battles -- the ﬁghts for a fair wage, an eight-hour workday, child-labor laws, health
and safety standards, universal suﬀrage, women's rights, racial equality -- were
carried out at the grassroots level, against bloody resistance. Covering Christopher
Columbus's arrival through President Clinton's ﬁrst term, A People's History of the
United States, which was nominated for the American Book Award in 1981, features
insightful analysis of the most important events in our history. Revised, updated, and
featuring a new after, word by the author, this special twentieth anniversary edition
continues Zinn's important contribution to a complete and balanced understanding
of American history. All My Sons Drama in Three Acts Dramatists Play Service Inc
Presents the classic play, ﬁrst produced in 1947, about guilt, responsibility, and the
relationship between fathers and sons in the aftermath of a World War II corruption
case. Forgotten Son For over ﬁve thousand years, there were always three binding
rules for all Masters of Sinanju: 1) Payment is always in gold. No checks. 2) There is
only one Master and one pupil. 3) No woman will ever be trained in Sinanju. Sunny
Joe Roam will throw the last two rules out the window in order to fulﬁll his tribe's
oldest commitment. He will train both Stone Smith and his half-sister Freya Williams
in the deadly art of Sinanju, ushering in a new era for the tribe. But will the lethal
brother-sister duo be enough to help their new boss Benjamin Cole stop the Great
Mexican Ninja Army from invading the southwestern United States? This actionpacked new series is based on the wildly popular "Destroyer" series, which has sold
more than 50 million copies worldwide. Gerald Welch and "Destroyer" co-creator
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Warren Murphy have collaborated on LEGACY to bring the mythical martial art of
Sinanju to a whole new generation of readers. Be sure to check out other books in
the Legacy series: Book 2: The Killing Fields, Book 3: Overload, and Book 4: Trial and
Terror! Christopher Columbus A Man Among the Gentiles Columbus Oxford
University Press, USA Complete with eight pages of illustrations and a chronology of
Columbus's life and work, this biography provides an outstanding compact, up-todate guide to the famous explorer and his voyage. "An excellent short 'life' of
Columbus. He eschews previous false images, including the mythologized Columbus,
and places him in the context of his era".--Library Journal. The Last Voyage of
Columbus Being the Epic Tale of the Great Captain's Fourth Expedition,
Including Accounts of Swordﬁght, Mutiny, Shipwreck, Gold, War, Hurricane,
and Discovery Little, Brown The Year is 1500. Christopher Columbus, stripped of his
title Admiral of the Ocean Seas, waits in chains in a Caribbean prison built under his
orders, looking out at the colony that he founded, nurtured, and ruled for eight
years. Less than a decade after discovering the New World, he has fallen into
disgrace, accused by the royal court of being a liar, a secret Jew, and a foreigner who
sought to steal the riches of the New World for himself. The tall, freckled explorer
with the aquiline nose, whose ﬂaming red hair long ago turned gray, passes his days
in prayer and rumination, trying to ignore the waterfront gallows that are all too
visible from his cell. And he plots for one great escape, one last voyage to the ends
of the earth, one ﬁnal chance to prove himself. What follows is one of history's most
epic -- and forgotten -- adventures. Columbus himself would later claim that his
fourth voyage was his greatest. It was without doubt his most treacherous. Of the
four ships he led into the unknown, none returned. Columbus would face the worst
storms a European explorer had ever encountered. He would battle to survive amid
mutiny, war, and a shipwreck that left him stranded on a desert isle for almost a
year. On his tail were his enemies, sent from Europe to track him down. In front of
him: the unknown. Martin Dugard's thrilling account of this ﬁnal voyage brings
Columbus to life as never before-adventurer, businessman, father, lover, tyrant, and
hero. Material World A Global Family Portrait Univ of California Press
Photographs show the homes and possessions of average families in thirty countries
around the world and document each family's lifestyle Marvelous Possessions
The Wonder of the New World OUP Oxford This study examines the ways in
which Europeans of the late Middle Ages and the early modern period represented
non-European peoples and took possession of their lands, in particular the New
World. Christopher Columbus His Life, His Works, His Remains (Volume I)
Alpha Edition Christopher Columbus: His Life, His Works, His Remains (Volume I), has
been considered by academicians and scholars of great signiﬁcance and value to
literature. This forms a part of the knowledge base for future generations. So that
the book is never forgotten we have represented this book in a print format as the
same form as it was originally ﬁrst published. Hence any marks or annotations seen
are left intentionally to preserve its true nature. Columbus Yearling Books The story
of the life and adventures of Christopher Columbus follows the Genoa-born seaman
as he sails across the Atlantic Ocean in search of the treasures of the East. Reissue.
The World of William Penn University of Pennsylvania Press A collection of 20
essays, by a distinguished panel of specialists in British and American history, that
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explores the complex political, economic, intellectual, religious, and social
environment in which William Penn lived and worked. Katherine Houghton Miﬄin
Harcourt John of Gaunt and Katherine Swynford, Chaucer's sister-in-law, fall in love in
the 14th century. Favorite Sons A Novel Skyhorse Narrator of Favorite Sons Hutch
Van Buren is ﬁfteen years old, playing sports and searching for arrowheads in a small
industrial town in Ohio with his three closest friends when an altercation between the
comrades and Petey Sanchez, a troubled seventeen- year-old, leads to Petey’s
accidental death. Together, Hutch and his friends become ensnared in a web of
secrets and moral dilemmas. A local ne’er-do-well goes to jail for the crime while the
boys keep their pact of silence. Each boy shoulders the burden of truth in his own
way as each attempts to leave the past behind. Thirty-three years later, in 2004, Van
Buren is the prosecuting attorney in Summit County, Ohio, and a candidate for state
attorney general when he learns that he and his boyhood friends weren’t the only
ones keeping a secret about Petey’s death. A convicted sex oﬀender in need of a
favor attempts to blackmail Van Buren in return for his silence. Van Buren must
decide between his political career and the duty of the oﬃce he has sworn to uphold.
With the clock ticking, Van Buren has a week to seek out his boyhood friends and
search his soul while he sorts out three decades of deceit he helped create. Favorite
Sons is a wonderful, suspenseful novel with nuanced, memorable characters and
unpredictable plot twists. Christopher Columbus and Neil Armstrong Raintree
How did the journeys of Christopher Columbus and Neil Armstrong compare? Follow
both of these daring adventurers into history to discover the diﬀerences and
similarities between their amazing expeditions! Addressing the needs of the new
history National Curriculum, this book will engage readers and encourage them to
ask questions about history and how times change. Contested Boundaries A New
Paciﬁc Northwest History John Wiley & Sons Contested Boundaries: A New Paciﬁc
Northwest History is an engaging, contemporary look at the themes, events, and
people that have shaped the history of the Paciﬁc Northwest over the last two
centuries. An engaging look at the themes, events, and people that shaped the
Paciﬁc Northwest – Washington, Oregon, and Idaho – from when only Native Peoples
inhabited the land through the twentieth century. Twelve theme-driven essays
covering the human and environmental impact of exploration, trade, settlement and
industrialization in the nineteenth century, followed by economic calamity, world war
and globalization in the twentieth. Written by two professors with over 20 years of
teaching experience, this work introduces the history of the Paciﬁc Northwest in a
style that is accessible, relevant, and meaningful for anyone wishing to learn more
about the region’s recent history. A companion website for students and instructors
includes test banks, PowerPoint presentations, student self-assessment tests, useful
primary documents, and resource links:
www.wiley.com/go/jepsen/contestedboundaries. The Graveyard Book Harper
Collins It takes a graveyard to raise a child. Nobody Owens, known as Bod, is a
normal boy. He would be completely normal if he didn't live in a graveyard, being
raised by ghosts, with a guardian who belongs to neither the world of the living nor
the dead. There are adventures in the graveyard for a boy—an ancient Indigo Man, a
gateway to the abandoned city of ghouls, the strange and terrible Sleer. But if Bod
leaves the graveyard, he will be in danger from the man Jack—who has already killed
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Bod's family. A First Book in American History Franklin Classics This work has
been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United
States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may
freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is
important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the
public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and
republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements
with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate your support of the
preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant. My Daddy, Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr Amistad A
poignant account of the author's brief years shared with his civil rights leader father
oﬀers insight into their special bond, their separation during Dr. King's imprisonment
and the author's 5-year-old witness to the famous "I Have a Dream" speech. The
World of Columbus Mercer University Press Six essays survey the ideas that
directly and indirectly inﬂuenced Christopher Columbus, showing how he was a
product of his time. The topics include the Spain of Ferdinand and Isabella, artistic
discovery, science, navigation and ships, and music. No index. Annotation copyright
Book News, Inc. Por The Perfect Son Penguin A disturbing and shocking debut
novel of psychological suspense about a recently widowed mother, her young son,
and the lengths she'll go to in order to keep him safe. When Tess Clarke wakes up in
the hospital the day after her son Jamie's eighth birthday, she's sure of these things:
She's been stabbed, her son is missing, her brother-in-law and her grief counselor
are involved. But no one is listening to her. After her husband, Mark, died suddenly in
a terrible accident a few months earlier, the only thing keeping Tess together is
Jamie. As they struggle to make sense of their new life without Mark, they ﬁnd joy in
brief moments of normalcy like walking to school and watching television together.
Life is hard without Mark, but Tess has Jamie, and that's what matters. But there in
the hospital, confused and surrounded by people who won't listen, Tess’s world falls
apart. To save her son, she must piece together what happened between Mark's
death and Jamie's birthday, but the truth might just be too much for her to bear.
Mrs. Spitzer's Garden Houghton Miﬄin Harcourt With her sure, loving, gardener's
touch, Mrs. Spitzer nurtures the students in her classroom each year. Will The
Sunday Times Bestselling Autobiography Random House The Instant Sunday
Times Bestseller The Instant #1 New York Times Bestseller PRAISE FOR WILL 'The
best memoir I ever read' Oprah Winfrey 'If you read one book this year, make it this
one' Jay Shetty 'Incredible' Idris Elba 'The book is awesome. So candid and
considered...fascinating' Chris Evans 'A triumph...really inspiring, so well written,
vulnerable and deep. I highly recommend it' Mindy Kaling 'It's fantastic...very
moving' Zoe Ball 'Incredibly honest...inspiring' Greg James 'A wild ride' New York
Times 'Raw, comedic, inspirational' GQ One of the most dynamic and globally
recognized entertainment forces of our time opens up fully about his life, in a brave
and inspiring book that traces his learning curve to a place where outer success,
inner happiness, and human connection are aligned. Along the way, Will tells the
story in full of one of the most amazing rides through the worlds of music and ﬁlm
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that anyone has ever had. Will Smith's transformation from a fearful child in a tense
West Philadelphia home to one of the biggest rap stars of his era and then one of the
biggest movie stars in Hollywood history, with a string of box oﬃce successes that
will likely never be broken, is an epic tale of inner transformation and outer triumph,
and Will tells it astonishingly well. But it's only half the story. Will Smith thought, with
good reason, that he had won at life: not only was his own success unparalleled, his
whole family was at the pinnacle of the entertainment world. Only they didn't see it
that way: they felt more like star performers in his circus, a seven-days-a-week job
they hadn't signed up for. It turned out Will Smith's education wasn't nearly over.
This memoir is the product of a profound journey of self-knowledge, a reckoning with
all that your will can get you and all that it can leave behind. Written with the help of
Mark Manson, author of the multi-million-copy bestseller The Subtle Art of Not Giving
a F*ck, Will is the story of how one exceptional man mastered his own emotions,
written in a way that can help everyone else do the same. Few of us will know the
pressure of performing on the world's biggest stages for the highest of stakes, but
we can all understand that the fuel that works for one stage of our journey might
have to be changed if we want to make it all the way home. The combination of
genuine wisdom of universal value and a life story that is preposterously
entertaining, even astonishing, puts Will the book, like its author, in a category by
itself. 'Bracingly honest, vivid and compelling ... how an average talent became the
biggest movie star in the world' The Times 'The Hollywood star's autobiography is
full of indiscretions, drug-fuelled escapades and terrible parenting. Who could ask for
more?' Telegraph 'It's not every day a Hollywood A-lister like Will Smith writes his life
story - and there are certainly some eye-popping revelations' Sun 'Candid ... digs
into the life events which ﬁne-tuned Smith's weapons-grade charisma and steely
determination' Observer 'I absolutely loved it...no holds barred...I felt as if Will Smith
was talking to me. It's a testament to him and to his family' Lorraine Kelly
Christopher Columbus and The Conquest of Paradise Harvard Common Press
Christopher Columbus' arrival on a small Bahamian island in 1492 is often judged to
be a deﬁning moment in the history of mankind, changing forever the map of the
world. Kirkpatrick Sale oﬀers readers a unique take on Columbus and his legacy,
separating the man from the legend. Sale also looks at the global consequences of
the discovery, revealing the colossal impact this brief moment in history had not only
on a continent but also on the world. Now with a new introduction by Sale, this
classic book is being re-issued for the 500th aniversary of Columbus' death in the
heart of Castille. Kensuke's Kingdom Scholastic Inc. When Michael is swept oﬀ his
family's yacht, he washes up on a desert island, where he struggles to survive--until
he ﬁnds he is not alone. Moon Palace Faber & Faber 'It was the summer that men
ﬁrst walked on the moon. I was very young back then, but did not believe there
would ever be a future. I wanted to live dangerously, to push myself as far as I could
go, and then see what happened when I got there.' So begins the mesmerising
narrative of Marco Stanley Fogg - orphan, child of the 1960s, a quester by nature.
Moon Palace is his story - a novel that spans three generations, from the early years
of this century to the ﬁrst lunar landings, and moves from the canyons of Manhattan
to the cruelly beautiful landscape of the American West. Filled with suspense,
unlikely coincidences, wrenching tragedies and marvellous ﬂights of lyricism and
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erudition, the novel carries the reader eﬀortlessly along with Marco's search - for
love, for his unknown father, and for the key to the elusive riddle of his origins and
his fate. 'Clever: very. Surprising: always - Auster is a master.' The Times The Song
of Achilles A&C Black SHORTLISTED FOR THE ORANGE PRIZE FOR FICTION 2012
Greece in the age of heroes. Patroclus, an awkward young prince, has been exiled to
the court of King Peleus and his perfect son Achilles. Despite their diﬀerences,
Achilles befriends the shamed prince, and as they grow into young men skilled in the
arts of war and medicine, their bond blossoms into something deeper - despite the
displeasure of Achilles’s mother Thetis, a cruel sea goddess. But when word comes
that Helen of Sparta has been kidnapped, Achilles must go to war in distant Troy and
fulﬁll his destiny. Torn between love and fear for his friend, Patroclus goes with him,
little knowing that the years that follow will test everything they hold dear. History
of the Indies HarperCollins Publishers Summer Sons Tordotcom Lee Mandelo's
debut Summer Sons is a sweltering, queer Southern Gothic that crosses Appalachian
street racing with academic intrigue, all haunted by a hungry ghost. Andrew and
Eddie did everything together, best friends bonded more deeply than brothers, until
Eddie left Andrew behind to start his graduate program at Vanderbilt. Six months
later, only days before Andrew was to join him in Nashville, Eddie dies of an apparent
suicide. He leaves Andrew a horrible inheritance: a roommate he doesn’t know,
friends he never asked for, and a gruesome phantom that hungers for him. As
Andrew searches for the truth of Eddie’s death, he uncovers the lies and secrets left
behind by the person he trusted most, discovering a family history soaked in blood
and death. Whirling between the backstabbing academic world where Eddie spent
his days and the circle of hot boys, fast cars, and hard drugs that ruled Eddie’s
nights, the walls Andrew has built against the world begin to crumble. And there is
something awful lurking, waiting for those walls to fall. At the Publisher's request,
this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Fallen Idols Twelve Statues That Made History Hachette UK 'Alex von
Tunzelmann is one of the most gifted historians writing today. Brilliant and
trenchant, witty and wise, Fallen Idols is a book you will adore, devour, and talk
about to everyone you know. Hesitate no longer; buy this book.' Suzannah Lipscomb,
author, award-winning historian and broadcaster 'Like all the best historians von
Tunzelmann uses the past to explain what the hell is going on today. She does so
with a ﬂair, her signature mix of scholarship and succinctness that is so compelling.
If you want to make sense of the statues debate, and the coming culture war over
our history, this is where you need to start.' Dan Snow 'A timely, sparkling and often
hilarious book.' Michael Wood In 2020, statues across the world were pulled down in
an extraordinary wave of global iconoclasm. From the United States and the United
Kingdom to Canada, South Africa, the Caribbean, India, Bangladesh, and New
Zealand, Black Lives Matter protests defaced and hauled down statues of
slaveholders, Confederates, and imperialists. Edward Colston was hurled into the
harbour in Bristol, England. Robert E. Lee was covered in graﬃti in Richmond,
Virginia. Christopher Columbus was toppled in Minnesota, beheaded in
Massachusetts, and thrown into a lake in Virginia. King Leopold II of the Belgians was
set on ﬁre in Antwerp and doused in red paint in Ghent. Winston Churchill was
daubed with the word 'racist' in London. Statues are one of the most visible - and
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controversial - forms of historical storytelling. The stories we tell about history are
vital to how we, as societies, understand our past and create our future. So whose
stories do we tell? Who or what deﬁnes us? What if we don't all agree? How is history
made, and why? FALLEN IDOLS looks at twelve statues in modern history. It looks at
why they were put up; the stories they were supposed to tell; why those stories were
challenged; and how they came down. History is not erased when statues are pulled
down. If anything, it is made. Abraham Lincoln's World Beautiful Feet Books, Inc.
A historical survey of Europe, Asia, Africa, and the Americas during the lifetime of
Abraham Lincoln, examining people, places, and events which gave color to the
world of the nineteenth century. Titans of History The Giants Who Made Our
World Hachette UK NEW EDITION - FEATURING UPDATED INTRODUCTION AND NEW
CHAPTERS The giant characters of history - from Mozart to Michelangelo,
Shakespeare to Einstein, Henry VIII to Hitler, Catherine the Great to Margaret
Thatcher, Jesus Christ to Genghis Khan - lived lives of astonishing drama and
adventure, debauchery and slaughter, but they also formed our world and will shape
our future. In this eclectic and surprising collection of short and entertaining life
stories, Simon Sebag Monteﬁore introduces his choice of kings, empresses, sultans
and conquerors, as well as prophets, explorers, artists, actresses, courtesans and
psychopaths. From the ancient times, via crusades and world wars, up to the 21st
century, this accessible history introduces readers to the titans who changed the
world: the characters we should all know, and the stories we should never forget.
Monsters We Met Man's Battle with Prehistoric Animals Homo sapiens began
to explore the worldbeyond Africa only 100,000 years ago.These people were not
primitive cavemen,but as intelligent as ourselves. Thousands ofyears before Cook or
Columbus, theypioneered a route from Africa throughEurasia to Australia, northern
Europe, theAmericas, and ultimately the shores ofremote islands such as New
Zealand. Whatour ancestors found was not the planet thatwe know today, but
instead a prehistoricworld ruled by giant animals, 'monsters' thathad risen from the
ashes of the dinosaurs.Monsters We Met tells the greatest untoldstory of our species:
how humansdiscovered all the continents and met Earth'sextraordinary megafauna enormous lizards,horse-sized bears, terrible cats, colossalbirds and lumbering planteaters.In the ﬁrst review of its kind, and drawing onthe latest research from science,
archaeologyand anthropology, this book sets out toanswer some vital questions. Did
we battlewith megafauna for control of Earth, or didthey disappear for other
reasons? Why doesone animal, Homo sapiens dominate ourworld today, and at what
cost? And whatis the message from prehistory for us now? Each Kindness Penguin
WINNER OF A CORETTA SCOTT KING HONOR AND THE JANE ADDAMS PEACE AWARD!
Each kindness makes the world a little better This unforgettable book is written and
illustrated by the award-winning team that created The Other Side and the Caldecott
Honor winner Coming On Home Soon. With its powerful anti-bullying message and
striking art, it will resonate with readers long after they've put it down. Chloe and her
friends won't play with the new girl, Maya. Every time Maya tries to join Chloe and
her friends, they reject her. Eventually Maya stops coming to school. When Chloe's
teacher gives a lesson about how even small acts of kindness can change the world,
Chloe is stung by the lost opportunity for friendship, and thinks about how much
better it could have been if she'd shown a little kindness toward Maya.
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